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HUMANITIES I R TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS

Gary Roberts

The need for curricular change was especially.acute in the career pro-
grams, where general education requirements were perfunctor9 in nature, in-
cluding only ripimal requirements in-English and U.S. 'History. The new ,

program grew out of faculty concern that the general education requirements
should provide a more useful and effective experience with the humanities.

(--The program represents the most innavativvand tar- reaching departure
om the traditional curricillai in recent years. It replaced the old general

education requirements in history and English with a three-course sequence
in he huianities. The new progran not only strengthens the traditional
emphasis on writing and history but also introduces literature and philos-.
ophy into career programs for the first tirR. iv

The primary objective of the project is to demonstrate the relevance of
be hmnaniries to the working world of technicians and middle level manage-

.

cent personnel. it. seeks tc accomplish this by promoting self-awareness:
encouraging thinking; utilizing student interests as vehicles to broaden
student areness; improving student writing skills; discouraging provin-
cia And demonstrating-the interrelationships of the humanities and
career ectives of the students.

The program is thematic, centering around the themes. of natural rights,
change, and identity. One five-hour course in the 15-hour sequence is
deYoted to each theme. In the first course, students examine basic con-
flicts in righta in human society through an interdisciplinary approach
embracing history and literary works such as Arthur Miller's The Crucible
and John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath. The second course explores the
nature of change, with particular emphasis on the influence of technology
as an agent of change. The third course focuses upon the question of iden-

utiliting a broad-based cultural approach which explores political;
social, aesthetics, intellectual, economic, and religious elements in the
identity of each studt:L11 the courses are team taught by three English

twinstructors and two h instructors. Sessions are interdisciplinary;
and multiple-approaches are used to reinforde each specific objectAre from
differing persOctives. Class activities incltide6large class lectures, dis-
cussion groups, writing essions,_individual projects, and student- teacher

'Conf encesc_

The program is a joint effort of t-re Social Science and Humanities

Ditisions. The director of the program is an historian functioning admin-
istratively under the Chairman of the Social Science Division, who is also
the federal Progranh Officer of the College. The Chairman of the Nuaanities

Division serves as assistant director. Each team has atlead' teacher whose
responsibility it is to direct the work of the team, maintain 'records; and
perform adminintrative functions related to the classroom activities: An
advisory _committee composed of members of the technology -faculty providei

-advice and guidance from its perspective.



..

Most of the b were anticipated. ,Since stu-
dents in the career prog ;ams were ded, career- oriented persons
with few intellectual interests, r tance to the humiAties'is a_-
major obstacle. Course content and teaching techniques have had to be re-
vised, based updn the experience of,the first quarter's work. Adjustment to
team teaching, especiallY in class situations where multiple-teacher instruc-

as used, demanded thought, discussion, and experience. Frequent plan=
pions are necessary,. and constant review o classroam activities is.

to assure that instruction is-actompltsl-hig course objectives.

tance to the interdisciplinary character of the course has been
, but the success of. the program itself is gradually changing that
e. This is sdbstantiated by the fact that more teachers from both

are becoming involved 43, the program, by the fact that the
drop-mit rate is less than it was durini .lirtp year.

The program 's impact has-been substantial. The gr
enlarged the h- -Lon/ties e4hasis in technical curricula. Some of the. tr
tional barriers between unities faculty and technology faculty are
being removed. Techniques developed in-the program are being introduced into
other classes, Inquiries from other institutions are increasing. Student
perforthances on state-wide tests has improved markedly. Most signtficantly,
students who have completed the program attest its value for them. amid-
ering that mosf of theti'vere Uninterested in ties at the outset, this
sin the 1st cos mtsa*Fon the effectiveness o -.1.e program that can be offered.

=
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Y AREA ITINd P1GJECT
J rti.Gray Myers

Section One: Background 1

In 1974, the Berkeley campus initiated the Writing Project as a cooper
ative school /university program -- serving the nine counties of the greater

Bay Area to improve the preparation in writing of all students at all levels

f instruction -- !elementary school through the university and, as a specific

oal, to.reduce.the numbers of freshmen required to take the university's reme-

dial Subject-A program in composition. (By 1974 close to fifty per cent of

the freshman class was enrolled in Subject-A.) Initial support for the pro-

ject came from a $13,000 grant from the College.of Letters and Science,

Roderic Park, Provost and Dean. The,project had been planned b% a three-

member team representing the public schools, the School of Education, and the

university's academic departments.

The first invitational Summer Institute brought together twenty-five
teachers of composition from twenty-one districts in the Bay Area as Summer

FeIlaws of the university. TheM teache'redemonsfiated theirlSarticular
proaches to the teaching of composition to-each other, exchanged ideas and

debated problems-(sometimes heatedly), and did a great deal of writing them-

selves, a key dimension of the SummeriInstitute. At the conclation of the

five-week Institute, the Summer Fellows-became staff members of the project as

Teacher/Consultants of the BaY Area riting Project.

Early im-the fall of 1974 iffy school administrators from.thtwenty-

one school tistricts represent
.
he Summer Institute were invited to a

dinner g at the Men's Fa y Club on the Berkeley campus. They were

informed o4the current and future p =ns of the project, given a stateme'ht

listing suggestions of what they do to _improve written instruction in

their own districts, and informed haw 'they could establish working ties

with the nniveisity's Bay Area Gtr ing Project. Following this meting BAWP

received invitations to plan i. ervice programs for.districts in the Bay,

Area . . . and the project w in full swing.

Since-1974 the activities and the impact of the:Bay Area Writing Pro-

ject have increased considerably. The project now offers five separate

summer programs (Summer Institute, Open Program, Subject-A Training Program

Pre - Service 4'rogram, and Target Area Program) and scores ofin-service pro-

gramsin'the districts. An evaluation desikn to assess and explore the impact
of the project upon student:vriting has been funded by the Carnegie Corporation

of New York.* Okla initial study indicates significant impioveMtnt in both CEEB

and Subject -4 scores in. schools influenced by BAWP.) But far and away the

greatest adbievemsg; of the project to date is the extent of the cooperative

, support for writing imijovement the project has generated: the ilchoors and

the university are noseiorking together tb solve a common problem, and this

effort has been further supported by the California State Department of
Education, by the national government through The liational Endowment foi the

Hudanities, and by private foundations, The Carnegie Corporatipn of New York
a

and the Sachem Fund.



The Berkeley' Project has been well supported and well-planned. (The,

notion of training teachers to teach other teachers is not a new ea to the
project, and RAW has capitalized on the experience of past'in-s ce efforts
alopg thpse lines in California.) =The basic structure_of BAWP is simple and
easily replicated, -and its assumptions-' are princiOes easily adopted. It is
our hope, with the Mintmal support we are now able to'give"to campused
throughout California and the nation through the N.E.H. fund, that 4. national
network of Writing Centers can4be established) and that these °biters, working
cooperatively with the schools, will improve the instruction in writing and
the writing of.s-tudents in the nation's schools.



SOUTHWESTERN ST6DIES.PROGRAM.----,'
Joe*Gordon, Rudy de Ia Garza
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In 1971, Colorado College undertook a
-

study of the educational soundness .

and econbmic,feasibility of establishing a Souttwestern St4Aies Ptograth. Out
of the planning period-emerged an interdisciplinary, program examining the his-
.torical, social, econ6iac, and artistic contributions of the various cultures
.hich comprise the American5outhwest. The program focuses on four'features
of the region: its land (Western Texas,.New'Mexito, Arizona, 'Southern Cali-.
fornia, and Southern Colorado); its people (Red, BrowAl Black, and White);
the relation of ,land and people (environment); and the retatiohp among people

'(racial and cultural issues). ,Tie heart of the program is balancel intellect-
understanding and personal.involvement. The Col/lege developed the program
y in 1973. ' .. 4 .

.
,

-

1 Almost f of the academirdepartments'haveoffered.courses on the
Southwest, in fields ranging from anthropology and biology to economics,,,
English, history, and Spanish. The College has attracted outside faculty to
the 'program, as dpnsultants and conferees from the many courses and programs
offered. Visiting faculty are.hired on a block basis to fill in curriculum
gaps and present differing' viewpoints on cultural'and.racial issues. The
College has won'the cooperation'offsuch institutions It the College of Santa
Fe, ehe Museum of New Mexico, ,:a Ahe Newberry Library. Negotiations have
begun with the Unille Sity f \e,,t El Paso and Navajo Community College,
as well. t

.. _

c )
4. 1

;he Sadthwestern Studies Program is administered by a cothmittee composed
of faculty representing numerous departments, administrators, and _students,

Ir
including repredentatives of the three minority organizAtions on campus:
MECHA, BSU, and AIM.,

.

The program to date has directed itself toward expansion. This year a
committee was formed to evaluate the program and to provide gUidelines for
-achieving greater cohesion as well is t+ begi th eirocess of establishing a
concentration in SoUtfiwestern Studies for stt ts se;rously pursuing study

.tin the 'area. ,
. .

. de- -r . .

,

The program has served numerous purposes for both College and community.
has attracted'minorit'y students as well as Minority faculty, four of wham_

have been hired within the patit four years. It'has established such.progreme
as a Southwestern Studies Summer Institute designed for teachers and symposia
on the folk arts idlich have :enlisted the tVive.involve0ent of memberaof.the
community. 'The'College,Library has allocated apace to- establish a Southwestern

-Studies Teaching/Research Center, witil:falk materials donated to the College.
by Jelin Donald Robb and Ruben Cobos as tIm core of_tbe collection; Teachdrs
and school diptricts throughout the area are eager to have materials' made
accessible for use'j.n their multicultural classes.

it I



AND .TOE MA

anot.Ba Bundy

e-2The One and the Many: itColloquia Program in Humanities is an inte-
grative, interdisciplinary program in the liberal arts with special, hasiion
integrating history and philosophy of scieri e ana social bcience fine
arts and humanities disciplines. The Program ig problem orient= and

,

employea conceptual approach to understanding the huban self. _ +cient
and contemporary theme of "the One and the Many" Is.explored inJeach_humanities

grated by means of a common get of human-issues, or problems, whi

teachea,..

colloquium; the thememla also destfiptive of the actual educational process

based courses and an :integrative seminar, allot' which are concept ly'inte-

*of differentiating an synthesizing disciplines and works which the model .

A (Toe-semester. 12 -unit."collbquium"is a cluster of three d sciplin

the stu-
dent and faculty member must "solve" by immersing themselves into y in
the study of primary texts and great figures in history with an integrative.
focus. Examples of such colloquia offered in the College are:( The Greek Mind:
In Pursuit of Excellence; The Russian 'Soul'; Creat Mae the Scientist,
Social Scientist and Humanist.' The two-semister,"15 unit colloquium, Great
Men in Pursuit of Excellence, Involves the In-del:4h, study of the lives and

iworks of eight great-figures (who span the ages as well as the bioad areas of
knowledge) from a humanistic perspective; the' student must integrate the-
figures in terms of their vision of man, view of reality, concept of knowledge,
system of values and methods.

The core of the Prograt (and the key to its operation. as an integrative
intellectual adventure) is the faculty development Component. Thel,Program is
based on utilizing facUlty resources Within the institution; NEH:grvat funds
hive been used largely Co secilee release-time for faculty who, throtiO active
participation in regular planning-workshops, through:taking one inother's
courses and doing the readings 1n, a disciAineother than their-own areas of
expertigt and-through faculty seminars have:ideveloped" inyto general-humaniSts
capable of teaching conceptually and with a problem,-ori wiChin_the
own disciplines.

Dominican's presentation of the Colloquia Program at
will focus on the tollewing aspects: (1) Relation of-tht P
curricular needs and to 'general education; (2)*Structure and operati
lO4Uium.(3) Faculty development; (4) Program evaluation;.(3) The humani

e '

-10- 13
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A B.A. IN. FOREIGN
rPee! Kirk Sparks

41 ,%,
. .

The Middlebury College presentation described a set of
"extended majors" which enable students from a-wide range of depart-
ments to do a portion of their'major work in a.foreign language.

r-.
It has always beefs possible id.n.-47student of Philosophy_ Or

Politics or History or Anthropology to -do a "minor" in one of the
foreign language departments. Many Of our students' have augmented
their majors in this way'and many will.continue to do so. A few
students have, done 'double majors in a .foreign language and.in a
second department, meeting the 'fullrequirements of the two depart-
ment.b involved. And other students haveset up "joint majors"
that combine work in a language department with work another_
department, usually one in thi Humanities of social Science. As
its name suggests, the joint major is a more integral combination
of work'in a foreign language with work in another area, encourag-

. ing as it does the cooperation of two departments in'designing a_
,program for an.individual student:

But the strengths of the joint major are also its weaknesses.
Constructed as it is for individuals, the joint major has to make
do with what stands in our catalog at any given moment; that is to
say, the needs of an individual stud'ent's program will never hive
much effect on what courgs are offered and when they are-offered.
And while joint_mejors involving the oreign languages have often
resulted in' interesting'patterns of cr mplementary cdurses'in two
departmenti', they hiv'e.not, on balance, offered the Social Science
or Humanities major an opportunity to dO upperclass work in the area
of his cho4se in the foreign language of his choice. And bxrrn-___
a foreign language" we mean that the:course readings and discus
would both be in the language of the student's interest.

OuT`purposeria to preienk.just such oppo.rtunities to students
frab the widest possible'variety of dieciplines. .We went to accom-
plish this in part by recombining what.we already have, in part by
commissioning new comses aid programs, and in considerable part
by making our community aware of what can be-done if Middlebury
winter, Middlebury summer and Middlebury overseas work together in
a mutually supportive way, And whil,p we recognize that Middlebury
has special institutional advaptagesyhen it comes to designing
such a program, we nevertheless feel that regional cooperation
among colleges and universities would melte our proposal generally
applicable. ---

The proposal for Anthropology-Spanish is typical of the whole
set of extended majors. Like the others, it proceeds fromthe
assumption. -that an extended major is just that: a more'rigorous
rather than a less rigorous undertaking. Coniequently, the normal
departmentil requirements form the base of the majors. The special
requirements of the Anthropology-Spanish major extend it and focus it.

A
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As you can see from the attached ouiline, the emphasis i4
'on Latin America. B.equirements include not only Anthropology
courses that-dealtwitg.Latin American themes,' but Spanish and
Geography courses as well Linguistic competence -- and by this
we understand the ability to particIpate actively in upperclass
courses held in a foreign language -- is assumed for all extended
'majors. And like the other extenAed majors we have designed, the
Anthropology- Spanish major requires .the student to make use of all
three, parts of the college: _summer winter and overseas.

AnTHROPOLOBY-SPANISH

Normal departmental requirements for major-in Anthropolojy

SA 101 Introduction to 'Amihropology
SA 102 Sociological Perspectives.
SA 301E The Research Process: Anthropology
SA - An area course

2. Minimum of one, maxi*um.of two .vinter courses

3. Minimum of five, maximum of ine additional courses
from department

4. S 700 (Two coirkies)

Special requirements for Anthropology- Spanish:

Language .prerequisite: Spanish 201-202 or :equivalent',
to be completed by end of sophomore year. -

SA Indian Background of cLatin America*-
SA 326_ Latin American Culture and Society*
SI 247 Aspectg of Spaniih American Cultue
GG 312_ Latin American Geography":

Summer of sophomore year: Spanish School-
SP Latin American History
'SP .j Anthropology*
SP F Elective

4. Junior Semester in BOgotS
.0ne course in AnthropOlogy*
Two units of fieldwork*
One-elec;ive

SA 700 (Two .thesis courses) on appropriate Latin
American theme*

k

*Cou sea which count toward normal_ departmental :eqiiirements
*For .cognate credlt

*



GENTRAIN: AN iNSTI3licli °NAL ORNERY SYSTEM

Edie Karas,130b Nelson

`..-444ft ... z- ---4'; -,...-
\

Communiv colie -across the nation'are being deluged by students who

nterested in,the r lessons bspg served-in a more palatable and timely

fashion. Television, for'.etample, hap paved the way,in demonstrating hey the

imagination of many Ktential learners Can bd captured:and, -to a degree? has
.

made many campus-based instructors acutely aware orthe immense comp Otian

students,they face in motivating their .rtudents.
..,.-

0 .

-f

ti ..1

The purpose of the eCentrtin" ins ruceional rrangelvnt, developed by

Monterey Pdainsula College; California, is to serve community college students

by p!oviding a time-modulated, highly mediated, and interpsting format for

their general education-q.equi .ent. .Gehtrain is anacranym which Bans a

General Education Train con ses. ,In the final fot?i, GentraimIsatisfies

all general education req s except an Englisgomposition'add 'science

course. The modulated pr systematically arranged into siOteen inde-

penaent segments, each cov specific period of time. One semester ,.nit

of credit is awarded for successful completion_of_each sixteen-class hour,

two-week segMent. The course segments are spread across the fall and the

spring semesters, an arrangement _which enables the student to ennily complete

his lover division general education in a year.' The student's prerogative

is to choose the course se gent that interests him. The two-days-a-week

arrangement was deemed desirable for the many'part-time students attending

theccollege.._ . r .
-

fuel for ttie gentrain

The faculty and staff of #ionterey Peninsula College have long been

interested in serving tgeir. students in Any way =that would improve learning

efficiency. .Affir much local disEussionand idea generation, a paper describ-

ing the model was sent to .the Xational Endent for the.11imanities in 1972.

The Endowment responded with a Substantial offer to Gentrain program plarq4ng

Funds were to be used primar4r fay: developing the instruct on segmei---

Team members were recruited from at higtory, drorin, history, language,_

literature, and philosophy /religion`. Once-the group.was brought together,

they spent considerable timP epiding how much history would be treated by

the whole coursesarld by; each egment. After this issue' was resolved, each

ember was given the responsibility for developing the-materials related-to

his disciplinary specialty and for writing a narrative that could be used

inpreparing eachsyll4bus. All the planning and i ementatiod of Gentry

proceeded from writing the4e sixteen syllabi. For unit, the team mem-

ber was to provide learning objectives,-large groue earning strategies,

small group learning stretdgies, evaluation techniques, and a bibliography.

-
To-facilitate the preparicion..of the sixteen syllabus, certain faculty

bers were relAsed from' heir regulai teaching- assignment's, and professors

and other curricultilm'specialista T.Fre employed. Additional resources



were expended
interdisciplinary e

e Gedtrain team visit other institutions where
orts were being made.

When.it became apparent tnat.the syllabi had reached an appropriate
lev4 foi instructional use, the Central:a courses were evaluated by the
college's curriculums advisory committee, given course numbers, and included
in the college catalog and class schedUle., At the same time, the process of
articulation with othet colleges was being carried out to assure acceptance
ofthe.couraesfor transfer credit. When all this was achieved, the syllabi
were printed in sufficient numbers to offer the modules to students through-
ouf an experimatal year; and the'projectwas ready to go.-7.

- implementation-

Publicity.
? _

Considerable effort, was d publicizing this n approach' -to

satisfying general education requirements. Advertisements were_run in the
local-newspAper faculty me:Mbers appeared on.lOtai TV shoiii, poitera were
liberally printed and posted around the camiqus, and high school counselors as
well as campus counselors were thbroughly briefed on all aspects of the Pro-

t. The.firstposterused, shown in'Yigure 2, created a good d4A1 of inter-
and led to numerous student inquiries;

Staffing
One facult't et

aia project, where
Two other regular teachers _

part -time instructor was Aired to ff
unit or module the team was allowed

from his usual teaching service to
divide4,betweea codrdination and teach-
; partial load in Gentrainl and ons
t the teaching staff. For any given

bring in well-known experts on a
fie topic., High-quality Multimedia ratelials were sought throughout the
school year.

ClaRsroom Procedures

In planning and developing the course mode agreed that
the material could not, practically be presented in a strict historical context
but that a thmlatit treatment could work well. .During the planning for each.
unit, a theme, or Common thread,.was interwoven throughout the historiraI.
period and the interdisciplinary (rather than multidisciplinary) aspects of,
the material$ emergedi =

4

01 Each of the sour instructor WS assigned about three hours of
frRtruction although'sometimes it.became apparent in planning that one or: two
needed more than three'bours. Actual.class hours were then scheduled SO ;that

one presentation effectivelyled into the next,. During the first hour of
class, the general theme was introditeed by the coordinator; the each instruc
tor took ten minutes to exPldin how the materiel he would present in the set-
meat rplated to the Neat the close -of the first-43'mi, arrimformal
interplay lietween instructors, and arxyng instructors and students su=arized

the introduction. _Beginning with the second hour, the teachers began the
prepared presentations listed =on the schedule which had been handed out.

The team found that careful planning for each of the fifteen
instruction hours (the sixteenth was reserved for evaluation and testing)
was essential to avoid an enormous waste of-tiMe. Careful preparation,
should not be misconstrued as- rigidity. The team encouraged active class
participation and an info- _atmosphere. OpagrePment.; Intareaptions by

.13. 7



either students or the other instructors were encouraged! Al
was concerned. about these at first, they found that-seemingly

tions and comments often rkid productive discussions within the t emat

context. This procedur helped a great deal to break down the. barriers o

formality common to c of 85 to 100 students.

p-roject.evaluatinn

J
Assessment of the project has been continuous -- student surveys were_

administered during the siVenth and fifteenthunits of the program,
resultb gave a clear design for future program changes. The responses o
students were fundemencrl to improving both the selection and presentation
.of information. The Gdntrain faculty members also .evaluated each module

it went along and made changes when necessary. These asses nth were

most helpful for second-year planning:

College idministratora and co x icy selLers, too, have been part of the

continuing appraisal. A special a.drfn{ "trative evaluation, made early in to

projec development, helpe4...po see it'th ough the experimental year, Unsol-

icited letters have been received by rhP collegeIfros cco7unity dignitaries
who have been among °entrain's students. They all complimented the project

and clearly stated that this seams of
--interdisciplinary

study has great sew-
ing agOolalueto the students.-- t

WLitten reports have been rendered by-peer faculty by

this guest speakers for the course. A recent conference held on the campus
brought mote than one hundred-instructors here to learn About innovative inter-
disciplinary programs, and Gentrain has elicited nr_mmProus requests for more
information from instructional,personnel atrois the nation -- in "person, by__

telephone, and by written inquiry.

Still another source of evaluation bas been the
y assisted our progress from idea to implementation. Tne outside print

certainly helped us maintain objectivity in the development states.

Fin Ally, we have asked en official from the National Endowment floor the

to visit the campus when dentrain is being offered because weilleel
would provide an optimum evaluation of the project.

-

well, because
ses tosatisfy
vely. Students

:The Plter
edttino
ed to

neither



ARCHAEOLOGY AS
Qt CERTIFICATE PR

Mary BracXett/ Olivia hos

AVOCATION.:

Because our dollege curriculum includes an independent option,
was able some years ago to offer my anthropology students the opportunity to
ovate. fob, credit a local pre-Columbian site 'then being explored by a yotmg,
uate student.

4111

The originhl group expandied into an archaeology club 6d,
ivities appeared in the local press, many community members as
AIOSE were of middle age 6r retired and had no other affiliation with

the college. Soon they began to request a solder range of Formal training
the club format could provlde. = "-

It was in resoonnse to their

11-4X1

wishes r- ands =nth the encouragement of our
aem4iAttration that we devise0 a program, sought advice of a consultant, Dr:
Michael Coe of Yale University, and applied tathe Endowment Ior supporte Our
project was built around three goals: to offer effective training; to help.
alprt the vneral.public to local ,archaeologic resources;. to rescue and,pre-
serve local pre-history, now. rapidly being bu zed out of existence.

Mary Brackett, Academic Dean, the financial st t e
nuir is were hammered out. She, agreed to act as general
_also as our intermediary in dealings with state educational institutions
with local communities. As we encountered many unanticipateadproblems in th e

areas, the trouble - shooting tion has been of major importance.

We planned fora program staff of three. I was to direct and t
club president would serve as administrative assistant, our graduate.student
would serve as Digmaster and teach. One of the program courses, Inaans of the
Americas, was already part of the college curriculum. We created three addi-
tional courses: Elementary Dig Techniques,_ Advanced Techniques, eeminar in
World Prehistory. We constructed campus site simulations both outdoors and in.
nese.last afe three-foot-square box Sites eant: to be excavated with.d4plert
spoops and tea strainers.1, We also prodpced a series of five slide-sounreets

igned primarily for students in the-fanunatary.D1g course.. These were,'

ever, ;written in sucka way as to make the acceptable at various scholastic
els. Several of our thirty-six "graduates" plan to take this mini-course to,
local schools. 411

Most of o drtifitate ho
oty Club and with other organizations
local sites. Some are busy cataloguing
fair local museums.

to R

ext year, when we shall be
and. With the encouragement

shall add to the programs ,a

'to the staff a Sher of the N

k with the SCCArchaeol-
description of
tonic in5tertils

rt, have becomp established in at
ur own we plan not only to contfrmA
of the Norwalk Historical Commission

in local HistoritaX Archaeology grid
ory faculty.

O



A PROGRAM TO STRENGJHEN.THE
GUSTAWS. ADOLPHUS COLLEGE
William Fielert, Robert Karstejis

TI ES AAT

Gustavus Adolphus College is a private churchrelatdd four-year Liberal
arts College of approximately 2,100 students, located in *St. Peter, Minnesota*
and nded in 1862 by SwedisbLutheran lr-figrants. It.offers traditional pro-
grams in liberal arts and sciences plus majors in busineSs and nursing. It has

special programs in International Education, Peace EduCation and Cooperative
Education. she hlmanities faculty of Gustavus Adolphus College number 55, includ-
ing two political scientists, who by training and interest maylbe classedjas
humanists, and counting as three full-time equivalents, six persons who share
three joint contracts. Of these,55 faculty members, thirty-three hold doctor -
ates-

tre proposal for "A Program to Strengthen the HI=anities at Gustavus
Adolphus College" originated with a inamittee of faculty designated by each of
the h=anities departmensain,cooperatian with repreaentati4s of physical and
social science depattmenis and of .the student body. adr-inistration of the

College j5rovided assistance through the office of Dean Robert E. Karsten,
:through the advice of ?resident Edward A. Lindell and through the assistance
of the grant coordinator end the office of Development. The proposal responds
to a widely-shared belief among h=anities faculty at the College that humani-
ties offerings have not been emphasized in recent years. iThe College at present
has been assigned an N.E.H. consultant, tDr. Frithjof Berfr-ann of the University
of Michigan. Tie proposal was dev4loped by the-f aculty-administration-student
drafting committee during the au vnma of 1975; submitted in January of 1976 and
ret,ed after consultation with an N.E.H. site visitation team in March of `1976.

"k.Progran to Strengthen the thanities at Gustavus Adolphus College"
. will diiectly affect the present curriculum three ytys. First, approximately-

forty-twa courses in ,humanities will be clustered in groups of two, three or four
courses around a particular thP-,e or intP11Pttua1 issue, geographical location,
or historical period. This coordination will necessieate rescheduling of many
courses naw traditionally taught at,particu4r hours, and some new courses will
no doubt be introduced, however,. we expect to rely primarily on modifying courses
already in the curriculum. ;Second, we will attempt to improve student writing
by modifying two courses how in the curriculum (English III:. Reading and
Writing, and English 112: Creating Writing) and by intucing new course-8

or programs to dPal with students who have, on the one d, basic writing
problems, including' difficulties in basic gramMar and usage as well as a variety
rf motivas.ional problems, and who have, on the other hand, an interest in
scholarly and critical writing. Thisparttd the project will be supported b'y the

additia% of two staff members in the English department and an attempt to involve
faculty :umbers from other departments in the writing progiam, particularly that
phase of it dir ected at students with an interest in scholarly end critical writ-
ing in the humanities. Third, the presnt-rcurriculum will be supplemented try a

himanitie!_seminar offered each semPster. Students will be encourag6d, under the

ce of a variety of .instructors, to devel4 courses of independent study
Incorporate the huanities seminar as part of their basic structure.
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GUstavus Adolphus College is a private churchrelatad four-year Liberal
liege of approximately 2,100 students, located in St. Peter, Minnesota'
ceded in 1862 by Swedish Lutheran 41,--fgranta. It.offers traditional pro-

grams in liberal arts and sciences plus majors in busineas and nursing. It has

special programs in International Education, Peace EduCation and ooperative

Education. The hkranities faculty of Gustavus Adolphus College number 55, includ-
ing two political scientists, who by training and interest mayibe classed,-as
humanists, and counting as three full-ti ma equivalents, six persons who share
three joint contrirts. Of these 55 faculty members, thirty-three hold doctor-
afga,

11,

one proposal for "A Program to Strengthen the entties at Gustavus

Adolphus College" originated with a committee of faculty designated by each of'
the humanities depart-antsin.cooperation with represen ti4es'of physira4 and
social science depattmenfs And of .the student body. ire administration of the
allege ftovided assistance through the office of Dean Robert E. Karsten,
:through the advice of Fresideat Edward A. Lindell and through the assistance
of the grant coordinator and the office of Development. The proposal responds
to a widely-shared belief a=ong humanities faculty at the College that humani-
ties offerings have not been emphasized in recent years. iThe College at present
has been assigned an N.E.H. consultant, Dr. Frithjof Bergmann of the University
of Michigan. Tile proposal was dev4loped by the-faculty-administration-student
rafting co-, mittee during the au 4emn of 1975, submitted in January of 1976 and

ed after consultation with an N.E.H. site visitation team in March of `1976.

4k"Program to Strengthen the Huinities at Gustavus Adolphus College"
will directly affect the present curriculum three 'Ts. First, approximately-

forty -two courses ii.humanities will be clustered in groups of two, three or four
courses around a particular theme or intellectual issue, geographical location,
or historical period. This coordination will necessitate rescheduling of many
courses now traditionally taught at,particul#r hours, and scoe new courses will
no doubt be introduced, however,, we expect to rely primarily on modifying courses

already in the curricfll Second, we will attempt to improve student writing
by modifying two courses how in the curriculum (Engligh III:. Reading and
Writing, and English 112: Creating Writing) and by introducing new courses'
Or programs to dpAl with students who have, on the one d, basic writing
prob3m1, including' difficulties in basic grammar and usage as well as a variety
_43f motiv41Aonal problems, and who have, on the other hand, an interest in

scholarly and critical writing. This .part of the project will be supported by the

a4dition of two staff members in the English department and an attempt to involve
faculty:m=bers from other departments in the writing program, particularly that
phase of it directed at students with an interest in scholarly -rind critical writ-

ing in the humanities. Third, tha'presene'durricnium will be suppleMented by a
hif-4qitiesam.inar offered each semester. Students will be encouraged, under the
guidance 0f a variety of instructors, to develOp courses of independent, study
wilich incorporate the huAanities seminar as part of their basic structure.
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Generally, the project is aimed at strengthening,a humanities program
long comparatively neglected in ate assignment of institutional priorities,
and not favored by the supportf outside agencies. To do this we will at-
tempt to deal with faur particular problems. First, a compatative lack of
identity and emphasis on the humanities. High School curricula tend mystem
,atically to de-eiphasize.the humaniatic disciplines, and as a result many
students matriculatieg at Gustavus Adolphus College have no clear idea of 4

what_the humanities are, or what-itudies are included_in the humanities. A A.

comparetive lack of institutional emphasis upon and support for the hu4anities
program perpetuates their perception that the -humanities are neither distinct=
nor important. Thesecond'Oroblem is a lack of integrations and concgatratiom,--:,----..
la the humrities program, rne present. graduation requirement of five_ courses
from the humanities division, including one from roligion and no more than

from eny department, is best characterized as suffering from a "cafeteria
come ": students begin at one end of the line and pick and choose a men1
mddhic courses. They take surveys of this, 'bid introductions to that.
may takes combinations of meanies that add up to a stated major, or, under

the rules of the College, that are approved, as a distributive major. But

from beginning to end the curriculum iteelf.offers no- precondition which in-
sures that the student will experience integrated or concentrated learning in
the bkmanities. When this occurs, it occurs by chance and not by design. The
thirdOroblem is that not only students but faculty also.seemto lack a shared
definftion and co on vision of the humanities. This problem is compounded by

___an absence at present of any on-going activities whereby a common vision might
-1:T achieved or a definition realized. Finally, the fourth problem is to find a
way to improve a writing program that has been doing-anadequate job with stud -
ants' general writing problems and with students interested in a traditional
way in creative writing, but which has not directly dealt with,aindents with
remedial problems or with students interested in critical and 4choWlywriting.

= /

"A trogram to Stren4then the Humanities at Gustavus Adolphus College -

attempts to'address these problems in a variety of ways. 14 will attempt to.
provide opportunities for moneentrated and integrated study in the ht"- sties
by offering clusters of curses coordinated around coon themes, historical
periods, or geographical areas. The first such cluster, approved to begin in,
the spring of 1977 and entitled "Medieval Humanism and Its Continuing Influence
is composed of two pairs of English and history courses offered sequentially
during the fall and spring semesters. We plan to develop approximately
such clusters during the five-year period of the project. To ideal with

problm-a of identity and emphasis, we will send humanities facUity lethers in-
to, nearby high schools to act as consultmnts_aid resource persons or to pro-
vide in-service programs for the high school humanities faculties. We Will
also conduct a humanities seminar each semester, allied primarily at the faculty

/ but inviting members of the community and students to consider significant
issues is humanistic first such seminars be offered in the

:spring of 1977, will addr
available only through
ing authorities and upon Gus
full-year or,thirkhalf-yea
over the five-year period of the pro

there It kind of kiowledge _

will rely both upon _visi
addition:about fifteen
will be made available

d each sumMet &humanities insti-
tute of one week will be conducted to introduce non-humanities Gustavus faculty
and lur-anities f from other colleges io the project. Finally, a committee
will he-designa k out the details of,a program to deal with the prob-
lems of student



These effortsi supported in a more general waY by sizeable library
acquisitions and the: addition of new staff positions in art history, Scandin-
avian history and (probably) classical philosophy, should make it poSsible to
begin to offer a much more coherent and effective humanities' program at Gus-,
tavus Adolphus_Cdllege. Evaluation of the program Will be.provided by a prin-
-cipal fraternal evaluacer who will work with the grog am committee. The eval-
uation schemesWill use at least one standardized instrument such as the SET
instrument from Washington, will collect anecdotal evidence from students and
faculty,'and will develop a testing instrument to measure the suCcess(of the
curriculuwdevelopmeht and communicat.ion phases of the program.-
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HUMANITIES PROGRAM AT V.P.I. S.U.

Max Kele, Grant Voth

VPI & SU, the largest university in Virginia; has been transformed
during the past decade from an Uricultural and technological institute into
one of thCtwo "comprehensive" universities in the state system. But while
all other areas of the university, including the other disciplines in the

'College pf 'Arts and"Sciencet,'have expanded rapidly into graduate programs
and research centers, the humanities departments have lagged behind. In
order to begin to place the humanities'on an even footing with other divisions
Of Arts and sciences, a team of faculty members and the heads of the six human-
ities departments, workings with the newly- appointed Director of Humanities, in
1975 proposed a program (1) to establish humanities as an interdisciplinary
major and (2) to devise new coursap for undergraduates not in hranities
to be used as required and electig, cqurse in their degree programs.

With the 'aid of an NEE Pilot Grant, the program was initiated last
fall. Fifteen faculty members from all of the humanities departments and
some science departments hava*offered two courses each quarter. Three of
them are sequential at the freshman level, and by Deems lif participation from
faculty in all areas of the humanities; liberal use of media, and optimum
mix of lecture and discussion (made possible by carefully 16trolling class

/e
size), underclassmen in th sLsequeitce are achieving a broad overview of
Western civilization from r to Einstein. The other three courses are
upper-division offerings. Two courses taught by humanists and scientists
focus on specific problems in the interf of science and technology with the
humanities, and the other, a special t cs course, is entitled ':Outsiders, t
Rebels, Scapegoats: Conformity vs. Ind dualism."
A a

Student and faculty response the new program has been enthusiastic:
most of the courses have run at maximum enrollments all year, and oler sixty
faculty members are now working on plans for expanding current humanities offer-
ings. While existing faculty will cdntinue to staff the program, six new per-
manent positions with joint appointments in huma'nfteies and generic departments
will have been created by the end of this year. The expansion of the humanities
program has been accelerated by the decision to .4.6lude the interdisciplinary
courses id the humanities distribution requirem61nt in the college core curri-
culum and to add special sections df the courses to the university bonorg,'
prodnm. Plans are also underway to encourage the adoption of'the interdiscip-
1 =ry courses as part of the humanities requirement for all colleges within
the versity. A center for eke humanities, which will sponsor buch Programs
as lachian culture and studies in science/technology and hrangties,. is
also being developed. Despite the increased, emphasis On interdisciplinary
studies, ever/ effort is being made to-preserve and to enrich the existing
humani es departments, and spiA-offs such as an improved freshman English
program, gthened foreign language requirements, and increased support for
research are of our efforts-to imiprov'e the humanities at VPI & SU.

PRESENTATION AT THE ASILONAR CONFERENCE: She presentation will empha-
size the followin3 points: how to develop the humanities-in a land-grant uni-
versity known for science and technology; the,development of interdisciplinary
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majors; cooperation orscience/engineering faculty with humanities prole/sore
in teaching and curriculum design; the role of a center. as an alternative to
developing expeiviveland redundant graduate programs in the hmAnities; the
effect on faculty members (joint_appointments, tenure decisions, research
opportunities); curriculum plPTInlng; strategies for interdisciplinary or
multidisciplinary teaching; multi-lee-die presentations; evaluation procedures;
extension (off-campus) 'projects; -work with the NEH state -based program; admin-

istrative problems relating to-Interdisciplirary programs_; the relationshii of
fine and performing-arts with hnnymities, programs.

e



THROUGH A.GLASS, DAR4
Francis, L Broderick

Look at it this way. The first charge on our time during these three_
or four days was team meetings with and without consultants. In addition,
'there were ping. separate forbal presentations, and engaged in informal
professional chatter,aonstantly. In undertaVing a summary of ali that, we --
you and may emerge with a vision of a conference that you Will be'sur-
prised to hear that you attended. Soyou have to realfze-that what I say
must have happened at a session that you missed. As a Republica4 friend of
minp said during the first. Kennedy-Nixon debate, "Don't think.' Believe."

You notice that I an speaking softly -- in deference to your needs
after last evening. If during the next ten minutes, you stretch full length
with your feet crossed and your arms across your chest.(or wrapped around
your head) and if your eyes narrow to slits (indistinguishable at this dis-
tance), no one will take it amiss. You become Yahoos only when fertilizer
caps come down oiler your nose.

At rho beginning of our conference, I urged to bog down in a
definition of thehttmAnities because we had more important things to do. This
.morning Wredo not have more important things to do. Thetefore, I grasp the

chance to supply one myself 7- which is what intended all along. Here is
an interesting fact: I shall not,pretend that I had not thought about this
definition before the workshop began; but every element of it occurred in the
course of our discussions during these four days. Those of you who tuned in
on DominicanCollege will cerrAinly suspec -that I am plagiarizing. So,

listen, and see if you do not re s. that you have heard and things

that you have said here.

It seems tame that an adequate
include at least these six elements:

of theflhumanities should

1. Centrality of concern on human beings rather than on structures of
societz or on processes of nature.

2. Attention to, probably foals
group. -

3. Awareness of the, ways in which we
of White-head's reninderithst we think clearly
of how we reach our conclusion.

4. Concern for moral.vilues whether
t

the individual rather than the

know what we know, ewer mindful-
in proportion to our perceptions

- .

drawn from God, or from

5. Insistence on rbp obligation to carry knowledge beyond description
forthright judgments on morality find themselves comfortably eneloped

the process of intellectual growtho
6. Capicity to communicate-with precision and with grace.

Assume this definition for a moment.' It reflects ailbetate'of :dad, an

to truth, a manner of ccmitnent much more than an academic discipline.
not exclude people in areas called, for academic administrative pur-

poses, "social science" and "natural science" any more than it includes all



resident in the area of rhumaitities.". It is-perhaps easier to reach
throygh philosophy and literapyre than through physicS and mathematics. But
it is guaranteed in none add excluded from none. Indeed, simply by allowing
for focus on society and on nature in the firii_item and by tolerating atten-,
Lion to'the group as well as to the individual in,the natdraland social sci-
ences, we reach.a workable deitinition-of general education: And at that
point we have come remarkably'close to Meeting the requirements for a liberal
education.

* Certain consequences follow f rom this definition. First, the defini-
.tion stands neutral on the whole issue of disciplinary,inierdisciPlinary, or
nandisciPlinary. Those of you that heard the report from'Gustdus Adolphus
recall how stubbornly, how inexorably, the people there have clung fast to
the disciplinary tradition, regarding it as a premiseof their proposal that
they would not interfere with the integrity of their departments.. But, on
the othershand, think what Gentrain is'doing at Monterey Peninsula College:
moving almost in the opposite direction. And yet both clearly, very clearly,
are comfortably within the humanities tradition. SR, first, ; arguethat the
definition of the humanities does not dictate a single position on the role of
the disciplines.

r

Secari4 the definition insists that we, as humanists, do not enjoy a,
*monopoly on humanist values. _Consistently" our-premises we are nbt legit-
imately in a position to denigrate other areas, to be snide (except as an occa-
sional witticism) about the natural scientists of the social scientsts. In-
deed, it is incumbe0 on us, if we are to wive the humanities, to find our allies
there, knowing-that if they are not always there we can help to create them, but
being relatively suri,:toecause of a certain humility-that should be endemic among
humftnists, that we shall find elements of the humanities among both the natural
and the social sciences. The other side of_ihis proposition is that we are not
entitled to regard every course that carries the label of the hmiAnities as a
humanities course.' noticed, for example, that at the University of Oregon,
with whose representatives I have had'some very close sessions, the college is
.quite willing to distinguish even among philosophy courses, allowing some to
carry credit toward the hUsanities requIremet and excluding-others. At Virginia-
Polytechnic Institute and State University, you recall, neither freshman English
nor the first year of a language can count as part of the humanitigi requirement.
So we mast be open and fiir: accepting the claims of others and Ceping our own
claims under surveillance.'

a

And third, the definition very clearly makes demands Rn teachers that we
cannot ignore. Think bhck to the presentation of Norwalk Community College,
just to triki. one example among Many from our ftyur days;'and recall the demands
made there on the teachers. In this context iE.Ls fun to baraphrase Nietzsche;
emark about Christians: Don't talk'toAdi-about_ thmLbumanities; shoreme some

ts... That demand falls upon us as teacher-Ss:or upon administrators who
h.they were teachers. Last year at thd-comparible humanitiewcouference,

one of the participants defined this obligationterywill: He_said that the
humanities called for just the right person- nor.too comfortable, albost al-

.
way! gripped by a sense of desperation, by,,a

l ing of constantly staring into
=Abyss.

pers
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the right sense of what the h re, -and the right

We go
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tudents. The next question that
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No word recurred sore often in our conversations than the word "discip-
lines," and 4-greater diverSity occurxed than our differing views about the
role of the disciplines. On the one hand, 4e have to respect the disciplines
because they have so,much power. They have the power in the depthments. They

like the power of the departments. And they do not show frequent -signs of being

ready to yield up departmental power. Furthermore, they have the advantage of

long historical stability going back over many generations. Originally, discip-

lines defined themselves in an era when college was for the rich Ad-the few,
when people attended college on their way to business or to professional careers
that did not call for specific training in the undergraduate years. Confident

of a captive audience, the disciplines developed to suit themselves, sometimes
heeding a professional call, sometimes a personal whits. (Remember" Henry Adams'

mischievoUs recollections of his years at Harvard College.) The humaRities

folyiwed the typical route, perhaps even the archetypical route, even though
they felt an increasing challenge tram the natural.and then the social sciences.
Nevertheless, in fhe course of marching to their own drummer, they did develop
important _intellectual standards by which they judged themselves, and those
standards have a continuing vitality independent of fashions, of momentary
swings in popularity. A nationwide network of professionali in each of the
disciplines monitors eality in an uneven, sometimes unimaginative, but still
quite demanding way that gives substance to their intellectual claims and justi-
fication for their insistent strength.

On the other hand, the disciplines do show a certain rigidity. Having

developed without outside interferende In response to internal professional
needs, stability may easily slip into rigidity, especially in an era of massve
higher education when students' interests move in a same4hat,different direc
_For,people in the digciplines, disciplines are a way of life; for students that
they serve, disciplines are somebody else's way of life. The disciplines are

not responding to what our students are asking for or, indeed, to what would
probably serve our students best.

,Move on is the next step: interdisciplinary, or cro ciplinary, or

multidisciplinary. There are slrengths here, important strengths. We have

moved beyond dig, tight disciplinary restrictions. We have said that theri is

more than a single route to truth even on a topic thought to be the exclusive
possession of a single, discipline. We have created a situation of occasional
conflict between two or'more authority figures who may in the presence of the
students start, disagreeing with each other, revealing that truth is not some-
thing that may be issued frau a presiding profeStor, announcing that two intel-
-Victuals, eqqally well trained may disagree profoundly and that the useful smiler

. is not to ,be folid in what either of 'theca says but in -what the student draws
frbm both. A great strength: viewing anew a body oft terisl that previously
would have been,confined within a single discipline.

But here too, there are weaknesses. On more than one occasion =during

onferenceye heard echoes of the fear that_ interdisciplinary work
rarely double or multiply the concerns of16dividual dtmaiRlines. Indtead of

being a genuine merger of MO intellectuals making a present Lion, tt may sim-
ply'be a Ddgwood sandwich Where you get history this week autphiloaaphy next

Someone here called this process a "seriaiiri_course." In such a course,

the student's own resources make one discipline complement the other; he
as well have taken twolisciplinPry courses. Some of the same difficd1

inhere i the expression "team-taught." A co/brae may Iniieed be aobright
erience.for both student and teacher, but it.may also be the occasion

eying professors alternately without either of them movihg from his awn

-24- 28



turf. Students profit pnly if they are able to do what their professors cannot
do, that is, merge two strands of training intp a single focussed experience.

These two expressions, interdisciplinary and team-taught, are fashionable
buzz words. Much good has been done in their names. But they may well fall- /

short of meeting the essential problem.

So, partly dri from what went on in the conference, but cheating gust
alittle bit, let me offer rubricsor at least -a new name for an old rubric:
nondisciplinary. I offer this notion fok special treatment because at least,. '

three, and maybe four, of the formal presentations indicate that this process is
already well-underway; think back to the presentation from Colorado College, for
example. So let me talk about the idea a little bit.

Start from the crossdisciplinary, interdisciplinary model. Students are
not necessarily excited by the disciplinary concerns of one professor; they may
similarly resist becoming ecstatic over the diaCiplinnry concerns of two, though
professors may mistake their own excitement over being momentarily jostled out of
their customary routines for a situation intellectually exciting for their stu-
dents. Try a further step: -Let each'of two people (or more, of course) from
different disciplines penetrate each other's field sufficiently chat each feels,
free to lecture -- even to lecture -- in the field not his own. Even here, the
excitement of the two professorS may flourish independently from the interests of
their students; but at least each, by stripping himself of the protective author-
ity of his discipline, has nut-himself:a little zloier to the students' condition.
Mis perception of his situation may lead him closer to an understanding of theirs.

Once faculty members can think about penetrating each other's discipline,
they have already hurdled the bairier that would make thim reluctant to offer
nondisciplinary'courses, especially for lower-division students. A nondiscip-
linary course addresses topics, not disciplines: nature of justice, maxi -and
his locus in nature, man's view of self, the one and the many. Not just by
coincidence, this list of topibs overlaps. with offered_at Dominican
College. It may be taught by any educated and trained person, for it does not
depend on personal skill in a discipline; it draws on the capacity of instructors
as educated people to lead students into topics that concern and interest them
Without imposing on them the constraints of a discipline., either as a source of
authority or as a training to be transmitted. Nondisciplinary courses ignore;
even flout, disciplines. 'Just as IV is too important to be_left to she gener-
als and education too important to be left to the educators, so justice, or the
nature of man, must be left to the generalist.

Nondisciplinary courses have four advantages: they may be taught by
any educated person prepared to take on m&terial beyond the security of his dis-
cipline and to lead students through a shared intellectual expdlrience; 1) they
may exploit their attractiveness to students because of the immediacy of the
topic without throwtij students off because of disciplinary prerequisites;-3) /

e_y may lend themselves especially to topics in the humanities; 4) they pro-
a valUable educative experience, for they directly parallel Or experience

eats in later life when they will have:to mike 'moral judgments on human
tiona that go beyond, and must be eoped without, the reassuring support of

disciplinary techniques that order topics in their own imagi. As' a lower-divi7
sion device to entice students to study substantive humanist questions under
the-guidance of a humanist with credentials, nondisciplinary courses have
excitement, and promise both for students and foi the faculty with the self -bon-

- fidence io undertake them. 29
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Interestingly iough1 four times durbig the conference I eard this
qiality of courage stressed as the prereqtisite for new leaps forward tn the
humanities. .

Nondisciplinary courses carty disadvantages too - of course. The one
that worries me most is the potential for superficiality: people may th1nI

that they cn teach th off he top of, thJads becaus the curses do not
call fQr the stern diaa.ip4iiie of. the disciine1-. To guard against this dan-
ger, we can always hang am tO the rile fromNarston's sermon at Gustavus
Adolphus: the test of. t1e core must always its authenticIty and no its
relevance. (On th other hznd Karstxi is not avsys reliable guide: It as
he who spoke of four jyears of Latin as a requirament for admission.) A second
disadvantage is that ondfaciplinary courses may be restricted t lover-division

,course, though one of.iy eolleAgues from California State College atNorthridge
is cons)derably mace daring: he is ready to think about nandisd.plinary courses
as the formula for 'the total ollege experince. The third disadvantage is the
obviva one (which I know Iron ecperience): nondiaciplinary courses are very
hard to sell to disciplIiry-trained colleagues.

Think4 about the difficulty of moving diedpline-trained tolleagues
leads me to fh fIüt of three other matter?s that have recurred duting the
conference:

l Retooling faculty daveIopmen. We resist"4is procedure. We

have been at the busçis of tooling up for too long, for)yeara (for some,
more years than foi oth'r, but for all, many years) to/6e readily willing to '

retool. And yet, as hnists t a time w3e,j the humai&ties are nq,t instantly
flourishing, we have to he prepared to meee the curren markets bhich I do
not necessarily mean something pejorative. We do not have to meel every n-
dent"s 4esires for this year I am not arguing -for relevance. ) am arguing
that -there is considerable evidence that there is a long-term prdblem, say over
tie next ten yeara, a long:term diversion of aiyients away from the humanities
and the traditional disciplinesand from the liberal arts in gsntel, towhrd
career education. We -are deceiving ourelves ied&.not retool ourselves to

make our talents avaiLable for inducing some hthe-nism In people who are under-
going career training exactly the probl that Abraha Baldwin Agricultural
College faced and dealt 'with.. If tat condition callii far fresh approaches,
we are right in calling for appropriate retooling. tn the face 6f the decline
i student demand, can react In1three ways as hoiits. The firer is:
lamentatipn. At this we' are very good. We have the vabulary. We have the

-

Weltscraerz And we-haye the mutual auppott -of 'our colleagues. A 'eeoond way
is 'to Iprove the existing' courses within our departmnts Not a bad S4ea In
its n right. We heard repeated evidence here of its being done: 'the move to
'clusters," which cane close to becoming the idlosyn ratio buzz word of this eon-

ference, embraces the iUons of doing better with and doing better wh&t we are

already doing. But. i that is not enough, then we must prepare ourselves to

meet the market as It exists apd as it will exiat rca yeats from now, at whic'h
time most of us will still be tiyin& to ply our trade. If we beieve In liberal
educatii, and we do,,,then retcling may veil be the essential formula for stir-
vival. :,J - --

My thinking on this tojic is guided by The Use of Lateral Th1nkI!gby
Edward Be Bonn. De Bonn argues titat when a problem tüists solution by current
methOs, intensificaUQu of. those sane methods may merely increase frestration

without yielding soi.urLoiZp Thref ore, he áys, try lateral thinking, a fresh
approach that bypase *iatIng dificultiee and reaches a solution not idçntl-
cal to the gçal .sQught, but blso closely enough allied to the original pur-

!-: - . - -2$-f -
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pose to yield satisfactory results. At Middlebury College, for example, Peel
and Sparks told us how they dealt with the decl ie in language s not
by lamentation not by redoubling efforts in a d rection already shown to be.
unproductive, but by a new appr c:h,of an "extended major" that may even.delib-
erately discourage their itudent titre taking a traditional language major.
-Their end is the stimnlation,of language study. Their means are devices that
serve that end. They show rib concern that their,wayis not the way we haie al-
ways done things rht. humanities., Their approach would make De Bono cluck
with satisfaction.

2. Reemphasis on foreign languages. Only a handful of the instituti
here at the workshop have retained an undergraduate requirement in the language
itself (as distingdished from a requirement in literature in- translation). The
gresentattp by our colleagues from Middlebury College has brought this lapse to
the center of our attention,and the opening remarks by Abe Ascher indicated
that deep concern is shared at NEJE,

3. The need f'or ever - renewed attention to the quality of writing.
idea ran as a leitmotif through all our sessions. If a single lesson emerged
from the Say Area Writing Project, it is the importance of the multiplier effect
in training people who can train other people. In the writing of our students

in our-own writing too -.- but that is a separatt problem), we are-dea
a pervasi =ale/se of enormous---e/ompleority. Unless we can_aghieve some

technique that will have a multiplier effect, we shall not do more than bligin
zo deal with the problem. Writin is a basic key to all development in the
h=anities. It is, therefore, the business of everyone, not just of the Englilh
tearhPrs. We cannot just turn our backstai_dhope the problems will go,away. As
the saying went in the late 1960's, if we are not .part of the solution, we are
part of the problem.

Y, you wo1 d not Tom= be to Axel
without an appropr e word Obut,Phil Nash and
Oollyge andTin Gunn and his colleagues a4 NEM.
spoke said the essentials: the conference_was
imagination and was staged with thoughtflanFss
hosts.

t

se. together

Peninsuli
is who gust

tanding and
thank all of our

- .

Just as Tim Gunn has a favorite Conch:ding story about S
like to f4niah up with a recollection of Pascalend his famous wager.
you mall weighed the odas 1411-affirming the existence- of God. If I
there is no God and in fact there Wmo,God, be said, I gainnothings
assume that there Is no God and iikfact there is, I am in the soup for
eternity. If I assume thit there-is a God and in fact there is :not, I
nothini4 for I shall have lived a virtuous ,life. And if I assume that
is a and in fie Is I am golden for all eternity. So Pascal affirmed
th, mace

The hpnani are

sTs
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The conference was evaluated by Carvell Educe Management Planning

of Lot Altos, California. Following arersuma -nts from their Final

Report, August, 1977, and the suncnary. of 'sres i = ses to Caravel l's questtenqare.,,.

UATION The success of the ,ove
format was reflected-
mitted a written ev
felt the organi
facto

onference organization and
e responses of thos,e who sub-

ation form. Nearly 95 percent
on was very,satisfactory, or,satis-

e said it was poor.

onference Facilities and Services. The NEM conference
was an unequivocal success for_those-who- attended and _-
participated in the proceedipgs-nth the exception o
a.few persons who-would liked to have had better slee
ing accommodations, the conference fa Mies, food,
'services, and:locational amenities y satisfac-
tory.

t Presentations. The presentations were thought-
u y prepared and-were well attended throughout the

conference. An informal headcount duringtthe final set.
of presentations revealed that nearly 90 percent of the
conference participants were in attendance. The sched-
ule permjtted the participants to observe at least five
pusentations and this-was done by the- majority of par-

- ticipants. Responses indicated.most participants had
sufficient tin to see the presentations they wished to
seei but, about one of fivevould liked to have seen
tore,presentations.

Consultant Assistance. One of the unique aspects of the
conference was the assignment of consultants for each of
the institutions represented.- Over 80percent of the
team members whd returned the evaluati form indicated
they spent over three hours confeftin th their con-
sultant. Nine of tenAteam members found adsultant
assistance a valuable aspect of,the,conference.in that
it en ed pet4amito_focus on its humanities problem
bette e iine tl'and give.a direction for action'in
`mediating it The piactfc4a value of consultant
assistance was reflected in tge fact that eight Of ten
members reported that a written weliminary plan had
been entirely or partially prepared by the end of the-
conference.



SU MMARY
As part of the general assessment of the works
to. respond to the following questions:

p, partcipants were requested

Indicate your major profess4onal assignment.

56% Instructidn

Indicate your institution.

39% Community College ti

37% Admin atton

-Celege/Univers:ity

.Ot er

Other

1. Were the housing arrangements adequate and appropriate r the purposes
of the conference?

53%Very satisfactory 31% Satisfactory 11% Fair 5% Poor -- No opinion

2. Were meeting facilities adequate and appropriate for pUrposes of the
ence?

65% Very satiOactory 32% Satisfactdry 1% Fair Poor 1% Ho'opinion

3: Were the planned leitUre time activities appropriate?

43% Very satisfactory 39% Satisfactory 11%-Fair 3% Poor

4s the overall length of the conference appropriate

opinion

91%Yes 9% Ho

nfer-

5. How many of the nine project presentations did you attend? Made, mean, & median z

6. Did you have sufficient time to see
desired to _see?

Zkyps 19% No 4% Uncertain

7. During the conference how mu

-- less than 1 hour 17% 1 to 3 hou

all the project presentations that you

o response

ur team spend with e_66su tant?

e than 3 hours response

8. Was the consultant assistance a valuable aspect of the conference: in helping
You address the pre - defined humanities problems at your. institution?

88% Yes 1% Mg 8% Undertain- 3% No response
#F.

9. As a result of this conference-dig your participant team_dpielop a written
preliminary tan to address the humanities problem or concern that was'identi
fled by your institution?

40% Yes 17% Ho -1% Uncertain Phrtially 3

10. Was the overall organization of the confe
-introducing you to the humanities prdgr

.71%Very satisfactory 237;Sattsfactory 4% F

Po e

priate far tho.purpose of
ve been suppented by EEO

r 3% 146 opinion or
no respone



t.

11. After your experienceaAsthe Conference, do
--Professional3y worthwhile experfence?

95% Yes 3% -No 1% -Uncertain 1% Na response

Would yt;u attend a similar conference again?

'92% Yes 3% No 5% No Opinion or no response

13. In your opinion, is this type of conference an effectiVe way to disseminate
Information= to edutators about unique or:model humanities programs sponsored'
by KEH?

believe that it was a

=.

'95% Yes 1% No 3% ,Uncertain 1% response

14. Make any additio*al comments not covered by the previous questions that yo
believe.would improve the-nature of similar conferences in the future.

AV

._v

I

as


